
ELEMENTS
- HackDay - collaborative project - maker day. not just tech.
- unconference

- junior + senior people...but LOTS of junior people
- persumed optimism - put away a cynicism - how could we change this?
- limited space.

- openscience
- equal valuation of science, education, outreach, tech
- active/interest on social media - as demonstration of community engagement 
- community of progressives
- networking opportunities with really smart people

DotAstro CHALLENGES
- tech intimitadation factor. high threshold

- limited space
- “not research” - focus on tools
- outreach rather than “research” perception

VALUE Challenges
- privacy and scooping concerns...paranoia

“holding pattern for awesomeness” -- Rob on DotAstro

dotastro values

● open science
● outreach
● tech
● all these valued on the SAME level (research, tech, outreach)

related concepts

● sdfc week for grad students
○ PhD gov funded get 1 week summer school
○ get them early
○ maybe at dept. level dotastro?

whiteboard #astrocult

Community exists beyond event -- progressives
hack day => maker day (not just tech)
unconference + schedule
early stage + senior people



optimism (“yes, and …”)
It’s weird
Not everyone can come -- limited space
Values: open-ness, share
educators, coders, scientists
sample hack/day conference
translating for others outside
for others outside
Document

● what is #dotastro
●  (CPD?)
● list of ‘products’ (results from previous years)
● Porfiles of participants
● the document you give your boss (example: http://alamw15.ala.org/steps-in-making-the-

case)
● Unproceedings
●

License / policy for outcome of dotAstro

Ideas to spread The Good News (aka “The Truth™”)
● sources of sponsorships are difficult

○ some will only help during startup phase
○ if you have a free venue, it gets easier

Arrogant
stubborn 
reluctant
traditionalists

Holding pattern for awesomeness

Spreading the Word…

The power of newsletters: At Swinburne I created  a fortnightly e-Research Newsletter which 
is emailed out to all researchers, software developers & research tech support and graduate 
students. It’s intended to to be multi-disciplinary and it’s basically a shout out for all the cool 
happenings, useful tools, and events at Swinburne and elsewhere. 

In this edition: http://www.research.swinburne.edu.au/our-research/e-research/newsletter/
edition4/web_newsletter4.html

http://www.research.swinburne.edu.au/our-research/e-research/newsletter/edition4/web_newsletter4.html
http://www.research.swinburne.edu.au/our-research/e-research/newsletter/edition4/web_newsletter4.html


We plugged Astro Hack Week even though no aussies were going. It just seemed like 
something people should be aware of and it helped people get excited about running similar 
events locally.Examples of things I’ve plugged;

● .Astronomy
● Moore-Sloan Data Discovery Initiative
● Various blogs and individual posts by astronomers and astronomers turned data 

scientists: eg Orbiting Frog, Jake Vanderplas (?), Hacker Within, Eli Bressert, Better 
Bayes etc.

● Software Carpentry
● Insight & S2DS fellowship opportunities
● Zooniverse
● MOOCs:  Courser, Codeacademy
● Organisations: GitHub,Bitbucket, Nectar, Moore Foundation, AARNet, Software 

Carpentry…

You get the gist….


